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This article has brcn extiacted front the book, The
Next Hundred Years : Mdii's Nairnal and Technological
Resources. h y Harrison BrouJti. James,Bunner and john
Weir. copyriglit 1957 by The IriAzng Press, inc:., to be
pub/i~/tedin June. Dr. Brown is profvfisor of g e o c h isiry at Caltech; Dr. Banner, professor of biology ; Dr.
Weir, professor of psjchology .
771is extract* the first in a .scrim of three, has been
drawn largely bani Dr. Brown's evaluation of our 71~itloral and energy rfaourc(l.$. Next month, Dr. Bonner
reports on agricultural resources. I n June. Dr. Weir
discusses technical manpower sources.

I I R l h G THE LAST 300 years man has achieved a
degree of power over his emironment vhich is unpre(:ederitt=d in the thousands of ?ears of human 11i*tory
which preceded them and in the hundreds of thouaancL
of years uf human piehistory. Our rate of i / > a t e ~ piogi~l
ress and our rate of grovitli seem to be steadih accelerating, and one cannot help asking, for how leap i-&in
this accderdtion and this grout11 continued
What is the future of our industrial civilization likely
to be? Can we foresee the major problems that till con-
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front ub? Are these problems soluble? What kind of
societl could our science and our terhnology help us
to create in a vorld at peace."
In this study vie would like * o take wliat we call "the
long \ievtY' and attempt to make an asbessment of the
future of our scientific-technulogical-industrial civilizat i on.
The reader slunild keep in mind th'it we are in . . .
a period of rapid transition from a culture which has
been predominaiitl) agrarian to one which is predominantly industrial . . . Had we made a forecast at almost
am time in [lie past, or perhaps were w e writing at
prarticdllj any time in the future. our chances of being
correct would be ~on>iderablygreater than they are
ioda) . . ,
The transition from a culture which is primarily
agrarian to one which is primarily urban-industrial; has
proceeded nne\enlj in different parts of the -world and
brini,$t
with it D O little i:onfiision. The closest parallel
in the past course of human existence is the transition
from a food-gatherir1g to an agrarian culture which took
place some seten thousand \ears ago. . .
The contrasts vhich then existed between the wealtliy
agricultural minority and the poverty-stricken food-

gathering majority are paralleled today by the contrasts
between the wealthy industrialized minority and the
poverty-stricken agricultural majority. Then the techniques of agriculture spread from one region to another,
eventually to become world-wide. Today the techniques
of industry are spreading from region to region, and it
seems likely that, barring a world catastrophe, they too
will become world-wide.
The spread of the agricultural revolution reached its
eventual limit as the world's arable land became settled. As agriculture requires land, so industry requires
huge quantities of raw materials-ores
of iron, copper,
aluminum, and a variety of other metals; quantities of
non-metals such as sulphur, phosphate rock. and water;
adequate sources of energy such as coal, petroleum, and
water-power. To what degree can we expect the longevity
of industrial civilization and the extent to which it
spreads LO be limited by the availability of these raw
materials?

Raw materials
The factors which will determine the future supply of
and demand for raw materials are numerous. In attemptins; to assess them, we can divide the broad question into
several component parts. First we must inquire into
the i n c r e a s i n u e r capita demands for raw materials in
highly industrialized societies. Within the United States,
for example. these have increased steadily during the
course of the last century. With each new year more
raw materials are required to support an individual
within our society than were required the year before.
For how long a time can we expect this trend to continue? Is there any foreseeable limit to the per capita requirements for raw materials within a highly industrialized society?
The second factor concerns the rate of spread of industrial civilization. Duringthe course of the last three
hundred years we have seen industrialization emerge in
Western Europe and jump the Atlantic Ocean to the
United States. More recently it has come to dominate
Japan and the Soviet Union. Today we hear rumblings
of impending industrialization in India, in China, in
parts of Africa and in parts of South America. How
quickly can we expect this process to take place? How
rapidly can we expect the per capita demands for raw
material in these at present underdeveloped areas to
increase? And as they increase, are there sufficient
raw materials in the world to satisfy, in such areas as
India and China, demands which approach even remotely those which are now characteristic of the nations
of the West?
Third, we must ask how large the population of human beings in the world is likely to become. Knowing
the per capita demands for raw materials in the various
regions of the world, by how many people must we
multiply in order to determine the total drain upon the
earth's resources? In order to determine this we must
assess the number of people that we can feed,

The fourth factor is concerned with the amounts of
raw materials available to man. IX hat is a usable raw
material? Certainly during the course of the last few
decades we have seen our concepts changed drastically.
We have seen thai as industrialization spreads thronghout the world the demands for raw material* w i l l hecome enormous. and indeed w i l l dwarf existing demands.
As demands increase and as the world's high-grade resources are consumed. i t will become necessary for 11s
to process materials of lower grade. making our demand
for ran materials increase still further as a result of
the fact that more equipment, more energy. and more
technology will be required for the processing:.
What. if any. are the limits to the grades of ores
which can he processed? Is i t possible for the trend
toward lower-and-lower-grade materials to be continued
indefinitely? Or is there some limit of concentration lielow which processing will become impossible? Since
the beginning of the present century the average grade
of copper ore in use has dropped to one-sixth the conic. to about 0.8
centration formerly processed-that
percent copper. Lan we look toward the possibility of
processing ores which contain as little aa 0.1 percent.
or perhaps as little as 0.01 percent copper?
When we examine this problem from the technological
point of view. we see that fundamentally there is no
lower limit to the grade of an ore which can be processed
. . . If at some future time the average concentration of
copper in copper ore were to drop to 0.01 percent. and
if there were still an acute need for copper. there would
be little question but that the metal could he extracted
in high yield. To make this possible, two criteria must.
however, be fulfilled. First. a satisfactory process must
be developed-which means that scientists and engineers
must work on the problem in the laboratory and in the
pilot plant and conceive, develop, and test various rnethods for achieving the desired result. Second, energy
must he available for the processing-for
the mining
and transport of vast quantities of ore. for the manufacture of ihe huge quantities of equipment which must
tie used i n the processing and as a driving force in the
process itself.

Potential resources
If we are given adequate supplies of energy, almost
any material in the earths crust can be looked upon as
a potential resource . . . The ultimate resources of energy
which are available to man are enorrnous-and
ir~rleecl
are wfficieni to power a highly indu-itrialized world for
literally millions of years. This means that, giver1 adequate brainpower, there is little doubt that the trend
which has led us to process ores of steadily decrea-ing
grade can continue until we reach the point where we
are processing the very rocks of which the earth's crust
is made.
If the energy consumptipn of the world were to increase no further, mankind could probably maintain it<
present: level of productivity for an indefinitely long
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period of time- even after resources of fossil fuels had
disappeared-simply
by developing all potential waterpower iesources and by harvesting all the world's fore;?ts; on a sustained-yield basis. But if rates of energy
consumption continue to accelerate, and reach the levels
we have seen to be probable, and if these rates are maintained beyond the time when our supplies of petroleum
and coal are exhausted, it will be necessary for man to
make use of new, less conventional sources of energy.
When we survey the energy sources which are potentially available. we find that forms such as earth heat,
winds. and tides can be, at best, of limited usefulness.
There are a few localities where such sources are being
tapped today, and there are others where they might be
tapped economically in the future. But when we assess
the total energy output which might eventually he developed economically from such sources it turns out to be
very small, compared to el entual world-wide demand.
Indeed, from a long-range point of view it is apparent
that we must eventually depend more and more upon
solar energy and nuclear energy. We now know that
from the technological point of view both of these can
be utilized. The question as to which will be most widely
used is a question of economics. Which will require the
least capital investment per unit of output? Which will
have the lowest operating cost? On the basis of what
we now know about the technologies of utilizing these
two forms of energy it appears that, for the generation
of mechanical power and electricity, nuclear energy
will probably be less expensive than solar by a considerable margin.

Solar energy
A number of systems have been devised for transforming solar heal into electricity. but the capital costs;
per units of capacity have in all cases been extremely
high. I11 hot regions the sun's energy might be used essentially to replace fossil fuels for the heating of water
in an electrical generation plant. In order to accomplish
this, the sun's rays are captured by special flat-plate
collectors. Capital costs might run to $20,000 per acre;
and the resultant power, depending upon the efficiency
of the system. might cost several cents per kilowatt-hour.
compared with prevailing costs of generating electricity.
of a few mills per kilowatt-hour.
We also know that electricity can be generated b? allowing the sun's radiation to fall upon semi-conductors.
This phenomenon is now being put to good use in the
Bell "solar battery," which can be used to generate
electricity for a variety of small-scale men. The largescale use of this method would. however, involve prohibitively high capital costs. Other systems for the direct
conversion of solar energy into electricity present the
same difficult).
One of the trios-t efficient and least expensive means of
mechanical and electrical energy from solar
eneigy is to grow trees in the sun. to harvest the wood.
and then to hurn the wood in the firebox of a boiler.
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Or one can ferment sugar, which can be obtained in hie11
yield per acre by growing cane or sugar beets, and thus
obtain alcohol or a varietj of conlbustible gases and
liquids which can be used for generating power. But in
view of the pressure on the world's agriculture to produce food and the probability that the food shortage
will continue for a considerable time in the future, it is
unlikely that much potential agricultural land will be
diverted to the production of fuels.

Power from algae
An ingenious system has recently been described for
the production of power from algae grown in a closed
system containing a high concentration of carbon dioxide.
The algae are cullured and then fermented in such a way
that methane and hydrogen are produced. These gases
are burned in a gas ~ u r b i n eor engine which is used to
generate electricity. The carbon dioxide which results
from the rombustion is returned to the algae culture
unii. In thi? via\. under ideal conditions, onr would have
a closed system which would convert between 1 percent
and 3 percent of the incident solar energy into electricity.
It has been estimated that a system of this general type
could be used to produce electricity at a cost of 2.5
to 5 cents per kilowatt hour. and liquid fuels at a cost
of about $150 per ton.
Although it is doubtful that solar energy can compete with nuclear energj for the large-scale generation
of power, there are areas \\here it will probably turn
out to be Iery useful on a smaller scale. We have already mentioned the solar battery. Solar water heaters
are coming into widespread use in tropical regions. An
inexpensive solar cooker has been devised in the National
Physical Laboratory in India; this could. if widely used,
bring about the savings of suh~tantialquantities of fuel.
At the same laboratory a solar pump has been devised
which could be used for pumping water on a small scale
in isolated regions where fuels are not available.
It is likely that the most important use for solar energy in the future. however. will be t o r space heating.
We now knob that houses can be des-iped in such a way
that requirement? for space heating could he met almost
entire!) by solar energy in populated regions of the
world d s far north ah Boston. The additional capital
costs which would be required in house construction do
not permit these techniques to be used widely at the
present time. But as the prices of conventional fuels increase we will probably approach the time when most
building? will be designed to make maximum use of
solar heat.
It is now reasonably certain that electricity can eventual]\ be produced from nuclear energy at costs which
are less than 1 cent (10 rnills) per killowatt-hour. How
much lower than I0 mills the cost can become, and how
rapidly, are matter;? for conjecture. A1 tht International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, which
was held in Geneva in 1955. estimates as low as 4 mills
per kilowatt-hour were given. Forecasts of the eventual

nuclear-power-generating costs in the United States range
from 4 to somewhat over 6 mills per kilowatt-hour. Sapir
and Van Hyning. in their study on the outlook for nuclear power in Japan, have reviewed the evidence and
made the reasonable assumption that we might have
available 10-mill nuclear power by the mid-1960s, 7mill power by the rnid-1970s, w it11 the coit gradually
approaching 5 mills per kilowatt-hour. These estimates
can be compared with generating c o s t w f between A and
7 mills per killowatt-hour for new coal-fired units in
the United States and about 18 mills for similar plants
in Japan.

Nuclear electricity

It is likely, then, that nuclear electricity will compete
with that generated from coal in the not too distant
future. And it seems clear that this competition will
take place unevenly throughout the world.
On a per capita basis the United States has the largest
coal reserves in the world, with the result that we are
not likely to encounter a fuel shortage for many decades.
Our coal seams, however. are not uniformly distributed
through the nation, and fuel costs increase as one moves
away from the available supply. 4 number of areas
which are far removed from coal fields--for example,
southern California-are at present able to generate
power at reasonable prices from petroleum or natural
gas. There are other areas, however. where both coal
and petroleum are expensive and where power costs
are. as a result, considerably higher than the national
average. It is in these areas that nuclear power might
be expected to play its first major role in the United
States.
If, as seems quite possible, we pass through a peak of
domestic petroleum production by about 1970, nuclear
power may well become important in those areas. such
as the Far West, which lark coal hut which a[ present
have ready access to adequate supplies of petroleum or
natural gas. After 1970 or 1975 the domestic importance
of nuclear power may well increa-ie rather rapidly. If,
as seems possible, we pass through the peak of world
petroleum production in about 1990, demand for coal
will increase sharply and nuclear energy will probably
be able to compete economically on a fairly broad
front. But the production cost-' of coal in the United
States are t o low that it seems likely that it will remain
our major fuel for a very long time.
The situation in the greater part of the world differs
considerably from that in the United States. largely because of the substantial differences in fuel coats which
prevail. In the United States we are able to generate
steam electric power at coal costs which average about
$6 per ton. In Western Europe, by contrast, the cost
ranges from $13 to $20 per ton. Coal averages about
$20 per ton in the United Kingdom. Western Europe
is paying $20 per ton at the dock for large quantities
of American coal. When we take into account the fact
that more than 50 percent of the cost o f generating

electricity can be fuel coqt, we can realize that nuclear
electricity can probably compete with roal-generated
electricity in other parts of the world long before it is
competitive on a reall! broad base i n the United States.
When we couple the fuel cost differential with two
additional factor<. the difference-? between the situation
in the United States and that in other coui~triesbecomes
P V P H more dramatic. The first consideration is that of
foreign exchange. Those regions of the world which must
look forward to continued heavy imports of fossil
fuels. and which fare balance-of-payment difficultie-'.
may well prefer to generate nuclear power. even when it
is more expensive than power generated from conventional sources, if by so doing they minimize the drain
upon their domestic finanrial resources.
The second major factor involves the striving on the
part of most nations for economic self-sufficiency. Supplies of petroleum are uncertain. A very large fraction
of the world's potential oil reserves are in the Middle
East. where they are sensitive to the status of international relationships. Many nations will prefer an assured
supply of nuclear power at relatively high but decreasing prices to less expensive but uncertain supplies of
crude oil at prices which are destined to continue increasing.
The Soviet Union appears to be a rather special case
with respect to nuclear-energy needs. Although she has
vast coal resources, most of the coal lies in Siberia, while
in the European part of the country there is a fuel
shortage. Each year, apparently, nearly 15 million tons
of coal are shipped from Karaganda and Kazakhstan to
European Russia-a
distance of some 1500 to 2000
miles. This is one of the reasons the Soviet Government
has stressed the importance of the industrialization of
Siberia. 4nd it is one of the reasons it has announced
the establishment of a program to build five new
nuclear-electric plants in Moscow, Leningrad, and the
Urals.

Nuclear energy a n d the United States
It seems clear that nuclear energy can play a major
role in many regions of the world-particularly
in Europe. South America, Southeast Asia. and Japan -just
as -'om awreactors are developed capable of producing
power at costs of 10 mills per kilowatt-hour, or less. It
is ironical that the United States, possessor of what is
probably the worldms most highly developed nuclear
technology. has at the moment the least need for nucleai
power, except for specialized military purposes. Altd t h ~
prospects are that, while our need will grow, it will
grow considerably more slowly than will the needs of
many other nations.
On the basis of the preceding discussion, let us n o w
map out a possible hut reasonable pattern of world
energy consumption for the next century. Barring a
world catastrophe, and aspurning that industrialization
will spread throughout the world. that population w i l l
continue to grow, and that we shall h a w adequate brain-

power to solve our prodigiou? tecliiiical pioblern~ a?
the) dri-ie. total eiicrgj i ~iis-iiiiiptioii %ill continue to
rise 1api111) J o l l i ~ i n gthe Idv of compound intere-t.
Dining the next ten to twcntj }ear- c~~.ti:;mnj.iliiui
i ~ fpet~ o l e u u i'twill p i u b a b l ~ increase molt-' rapid]) tlidii w l l
the i*t~i~?tin~ption
of cod), hut at ahout 1975 the rditA of
iiicrmt-e is likely to .-lacheii. i-IJ that tlie iolai late of
I
late in
c o ~ ~ ? ~ i i n p t iwill
o n pass thro11g11 a ~ J I U ~ ! ( jle&.
llii- t ejiiin j .
As the petroleiirii supplies dimini~li. i ~ i c ~ e a ~ i eniiig
pha?is vill be placed upon tlie produc-iioii of liquid fuels
lroin shales, tar sands, and coal hydiogeiiatioti. After
tibout 1975 it seeinr Iikelj ihdi the g d j ~l ) t - t ~ e i ~VOJI
n
.did petroleum
p i i n d r j snurctB>n t cneifj iii l l Ã iilvii
~ d ~ r.il~icl1:
c i
After al)oui WW) niicledi viit-Ig j shunid nbpiI,-eiit 4
Ggmlicai~tproportion ol uoi 111 pott ei pioifiic~ii~~i.
j i i~
iiidiily a? a iepjdcenieiit lor lossil tucls in vlei~trical
power production. It? use ?houid *predd rathei rdpidlj.
B) the end of the century nuclear energy ma) account
for about one-third of our to141 energ) cons~inption.
During this period demand for coal \+ill continue to
increase, large11 hecause of (lie continually increasiiig
der~ldiid for liquid fuels aild foi a varietj of complex
chemicals. By the middle of the next century it seems
likely that most of our energy needs will he *atislied by
nucledi' energ). with coal reserved almost entire!) lor
the production of liquid fuels diid chemicals.

Uranium and thorium supplies
Vie must now ask how long we can expect the earth's
supplies of uranium and thorium to po\ver an industrial
world. Tliebe elements, like coal and petroleum, are
fossil fuels; they were made when the elements were
formed, and they are not being made at the present time.
The quantities of uranium and thorium which are available to us are, then. finite. Nevertheless. the energy available to man in tlie form of uranium and thorium is
enormously greater than the energy contained in our reserves of coal and petroleum. This is because uranium
and thorium are found in low but significant quantities
in the common rocks of the earth's crust.
An average piece of granite contains only about 4
parts per million of uranium and about 12 parts per
million of thorium. These are indeed small quantities.
yet the uranium and thorium in 1 ton of average granite
contains energy equivalent to about 50 tons of coal. Of
course, not all this energy is available, as the process of
extracting the elements from the rock necessitates a substantial energ) expenditure. Energy is consumed in quarrying, crushing, and grinding the rock, in transporting
the rock to the chemical plant, in making the chemicals
which are used in processing. and in the manufacture of
the processing equipment. Clearly, if the energy required
to extract the uranium and thorium were as great a;- the
energy content of the extracted material, there would
he no profit.
It ha? been found, however, that about one-third of
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rmonuclear reactions
r

I here i ~ in, the Ionp1111. the j.io~~.ibility
of producing;
i m u ' i t i om tlieimoi~ucle~ti
retiction' - f I oin f usiori of
%

In di ijgi>ii

diptinct from hssion ol uidiiinni. A o (me ds
jet see? i e r j clearlj j i i ~ t lieu this is to I)? dune, hut i t
is nevertheless a \ e ~ jreal po?;-iI~ilitj 1f the technical
problem? are rolled. the water? of the s-eas will be available to uian d? a11 ainioi't hifiiiile souice of encigy. This
new energj a i d ) well be more expensi\e than that obtdiilfd fioni uranium fispioi~.he\eitiide;-? it ma} well be
available lor tapping when it is needed. at some distant
time.
about the pattein of enit is ititere-ting to ?p~culdti.*
d
a
elif) ( a o ~ ~ ~ u n i p tini i ~di i highlj i ~ l d ~ f l i i d l i z e world.
world in the distaiit future when all fossil fuels have
been consumed. I.et
as-surne that human beings learn
to regulate their nurnl~erpand that the population of the
world i- eventual]) stabilized at dbout 7 billion persons.
Let us assume fur the^ that energ) requirements amount
to the equivalent of 10 tons of coal per person. Thib
would he larger than the present per capita consumption
of energ) in the iJnited States. Hut it !-hould he emphasized that the per capita flow of goods- would be consideral~lj lefcs ~ l i a nat present, for the reason that all
goods would he more expeiisi\e, in terms of energy needed to produce them, than they are today. The total energy requireinenti- for this
would amount t o the
equivalent of 70 billion tons of coal annually. We can
assume that 19 then solar energy is being used, wherever
possible. for space heating. We can asfcume further that
all potential hydroelectric sources h a \ e been developed
and that the world? forests are developed and harvested
on a elf-i- staining basis. Under tliese circumstances
about 65 percent of the total energy needs would be satisfied 1)) nuclear energ).
I n conclu~ion.it seeins clear that man has available
potential supplieb of energ) which are sufficient to satisf) his needs for a verj long time. However, these
sources have jet to be transformed from potential supplies into actual ones. before the) i;aii be used they
ttiiist be developed. V(11ellitbr or not nian will he able
to develop them in time i-i d verj real question, the
ausner to which viill lie determined. in the long run,
L j man) factors of a political. econon~ic, and social
nature,

